Big Sky Mavericks: Collection II: Romance Matters

Montana Hero During Flynn Bensens last
wildfire rescue, a woman died despite
Flynns best efforts to save her. He cant
escape his sense of failure or recurring
nightmares, but he can escape to Marietta,
Montana, to a new job as the head of
Crawford County Search and Rescue.
When he meets his scorching hot
co-worker on his first day, Flynn feels like
he might have just jumped from one wild
fire to another that threatens to burn out of
control despite his determination to keep a
safe distance.
Outspoken, direct, and
ambitious Kat Robinson isnt thrilled to
have a new bossafter all, if the timing had
been different, shed have been a shoe-in for
Flynns job. But a single mom of a
ten-year-old son knows where her priorities
laywith Brady, the light of her life. No way
is she looking for a relationship and
co-workers are always off limits. Too bad
Flynns so darn hot, gorgeous, kind and
authentic. Will Flynn be the hero Kat
needs to help her find the courage to fall in
love again? Montana Rogue Roommates
with benefits. A temporary arrangement
between two people with time on their
hands. Who could possibly get hurt? Get
your Zip On Thats Tucker Montgomerys
slogan for the new zip line hes building
near Marietta, Montana. But before Tucker
can get the first pole in the ground, he
suffers an injury that could cost him
everything, until help arrives in a
surprisingbut gorgeouspackage: Amanda
Heller. Theyll share her grandmothers
guesthouse while he supervises the old
Victorians restoration all with the added
benefit of exploring a sizzling mutual
attraction. Amanda Heller knows her exile
to Montana is her familys excuse to spare
them the embarrassing fallout from her
very public break-up with her ex-bosss son
that left her jobless and living in her
parents Manhattan home. But then Amanda
strikes a bargain with injured, sexy
businessman Tucker Montgomery, who
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needs a place to stay while recovering. A
hot summer fling seems just the thing for
Amanda and Tucker, something to enjoy
for a month or two tops. Most certainly not
long enough to fall in love. Montana
Miracle Sometimes, it takes a village to
create a Montana miracle. Gage Monroe
has given himself until Christmas Day to
wrap up the unpleasant bits and pieces of
his old life in Paradise, Montana, before
starting fresh in much warmer climes. And
the last thing a loner like Gage needs is a
beautiful, passionate pastors misguided
attempt to draw him into her flock. The
people of Paradise exiled Gage a long time
ago...with good reason. Pastor Samantha
Sam Zabrinski didnt move halfway across
the country to accept a position in the little
town of Paradise because she lacked
gumption. She has no intention of giving
up on Gage Monroe--a man with depth and
heart he hides from the world. Besides,
Gage just may be the Christmas miracle
Sams been praying for...
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